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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

 

To Have Have Not 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's on sale at Amazon Prime 'Sold Out' 4 Girls... $$$ 

7-19-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's on sale at Amazon Prime Sold Out all 3 billion
who drive a car now drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. And they will all get a free
Gravity Engine Car! 
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7-19-2019 Dr. Putin MD. In Retirement. 

7-19-2019 "The Real Meaning of ‘Send Her Back!’ Before they lost the Cure for
Cancer in Vietnam! 1968 Cancer Cure Nobel was shared by 4 Women from Canada
and France. 

7-19-2019 France with a space train of 100 Super Shuttle Cars named Challenger,
now you can see why Starbucks will no longer sell the NY Times!! "France Nudges
Europe Into Space Race, Where It Lags Behind" By NORIMITSU ONISHI NY
Times! 

7-19-2019 Contempt of 5 Billion People over Oil Sales between Saudi Arabia and
Iran, a war crime! 

7-19-2019 Contempt of 5 Billion People over driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
and upgrading to the Gravity Engine Car's! With F-35 Radar on all cars and roads. 

7-19-2019 1 Click Amazon to get the Rx Recipe Cure, hell with Google Glass May
Have an Afterlife as a Device to Teach Autistic Children" By CADE METZ 
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7-19-2019 "Yemen Has Been a Saudi Prince’s War, Prince Salman. Now It’s His
Quagmire." By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

7-19-2019 Oil Revenue Wars Have been a USA War for Riches Beyond Belief of
$777 Trillion. Now this Quagmire of 12 Trillion Galaxies - sanctioned from going
viral with 12 trillion views on YouTube has a secret gravity engine hidden between
distant galaxies the Oil Warriors, Prince Harry must spent money on this not
wounded warriors Hotels and gas money. By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

7-19-2019 "U.S. Imposes Sanctions on Iraqi Militia Leaders and Ex-Governors" By
EDWARD WONG USA We will continue to hold accountable persons associated with
serious human rights abuse, Prince Salman, Prince Harry for taking the Pink
Women's Breast Cancer cure money for wounded warriors and new MIT war toys.
Elite who exploit their positions of public trust to line their pockets for their wars
light years from Star Wars and Aliens at Sirius. Someday Aliens from Sirius will
be reading this web page, grin. 

7-19-2019 $$$ Oil Money Pays for Warriors; The two militia leaders are Rayan
al-Kildani, the head of the 50th Brigade, and Waad Qado, the head of the 30th
Brigade. Both of the militias fought the Islamic State and fall under the umbrella
of the Popular Mobilization Forces, armed groups that are recognized and paid by
the Iraqi government. Baghdad renames all its streets to "Poorhouse Lane" with the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's World Wide. 
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7-19-2019 War $$ “Evidence of its abuses has been pervasive for the last several
years.” Prince Harry and BP Oil must have gone through Hell again and again to
keep the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR out of London and Paris! 

7-19-2019 Gravity Engine Driven Policy; Trump administration officials “want to
raise the cost to the Iraqi government of working with Iranian-aligned actors and
force it to choose between the United States and Iran,” said Andrew Miller, the
deputy director for policy at the Project on Middle East Democracy. “Amidst the
nuance and complexity of Iraq, such an approach is likely to backfire.” 

7-19-2019 Gravity Engine Driven Policy; There would be no Iraqi or Iran
government! Just poor people. Nations of Homeless people who use to be Oil
Driven. Now driven into the wasteland by the Jews with the gravity engine and
Aliens 

7-19-2019 Islamic State driven into the Wilderness by Jews driven by the Gravity
Engine! Some of the men involved in the murders had recorded a video in which
they pledged allegiance to the Islamic State, and the women’s attackers had also
posted grisly videos on social media of their murder. In a gruesome clip, posted on
social media shortly after the attack, one of the victims could be heard screaming
while a man cut her neck with a knife. Hours before the ruling, in a room packed
with national and international news outlets and the victims’ families, some of the
killers asked mercy from God but none expressed remorse 

7-19-2019 NY Times will not be sold at Starbucks they pledged allegiance to the
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Islamic State. 1,001 times they have written this quote "they pledged allegiance
to the Islamic State" driving gas engine cars that gas money went to the Islamic
State. If the NY Times was driven by the Gravity Engine Car there would be no
Islamic State. 

7-19-2019 Islamic State; Maren Ueland, 28, of Norway and Louisa Vesterager
Jespersen, 24, of Denmark, were discovered dead at their campsite in a remote
part of the Atlas Mountains in December 2018 with wounds to their necks. The
incident was labeled by Moroccan authorities as a terror attack after some of the
men involved pledged allegiance to the Islamic State. 

7-19-2019 NY Times will not be sold at Starbucks they pledged allegiance to the
Islamic State. 1,001 times they have written this quote "they pledged allegiance
to the Islamic State" driving gas engine cars that gas money went to the Islamic
State. If the NY Times was driven by the Gravity Engine Car there would be no
Islamic State. 

7-19-2019 France with a space train of 100 Super Shuttle Cars named Challenger,
now you can see why Starbucks will no longer sell the NY Times!! "France Nudges
Europe Into Space Race, Where It Lags Behind" By NORIMITSU ONISHI NY
Times! 

7-19-2019 On a box depicting a wheat harvest, for example, each blade seems to
be swaying in the wind, while the elongated figures of three peasant women dance
over the field like ballerinas. The dazzling times for Russian peasant women dance
to the gravity engine over the fields heading to the Putin Moscow Medical School
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for a cure for breast-ovary cancer before the USA get it. New Space Race is the
Race to cure Breast cancer by Putin-Trump. Not in the Headlines at the NY
Times. 

7-19-2019 Lacquer boxes, as did all things following the Soviet Union’s demise,
experienced a period of anarchy. Cheap fakes flooded the market and prices
collapsed. If a shoebox-sized lacquer box that required a year to paint once sold
for more than $40,000 abroad, that same box would earn about $5,000 today.
Tomorrow the box is a MRI painting never before seen by Medical School students
or doctors with the new stain and brush strokes of the Star Wars MRI's. CAT
Scan's, X-rays. MRI antiques dealer in St. Petersburg, said there might be 150
regular buyers in the country, with an antique piece commanding $350 to hundreds
of thousands for an original by Mr. Golikov or other founders of the Palekh school.
“They invented a whole new style,” Graduates can earn up to 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year. Before the Soviet Union collapsed, the K.G.B. maintained an
office in Palekh because so many foreigners were visiting, Nikolai Kukuliev said.
One of the last commanding officers arrived with zero artistic interests, but took
up photography, wood carving and ultimately painting. Now retired, he recently held
a painting exhibition. “The creative atmosphere here influences everyone,” Mr.
Kukuliev said. “This guy was an officer, but he bloomed like a tree.” Follow Neil
MacFarquhar on Twitter, @NeilMacFarquhar, and on Instagram, @nytmacfarquhar
Sophia Kishkovsky contributed reporting. 

7-19-2019 Dr. Putin MD. In Retirement. 

7-19-2019 "The Real Meaning of ‘Send Her Back!’ Before they lost the Cure for
Cancer in Vietnam! 1968 Cancer Cure Nobel was shared by 4 Women from Canada
and France. 
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7-19-2019 Toyota’s RAV4 has risen from its humble beginnings to become the
best-selling passenger vehicle in the United States. Ditching its city-slicker looks,
the new model clearly took grooming tips from the company’s aggressive 4Runner
S.U.V. Curiously, the brand’s 2020 Highlander smooths out its outdoorsy attitude
for a more suburban vibe. The big Mudfest takeaway is that buyers will get a lot
more out of their vehicle if they consider their lifestyles... Drive, Driven to the
Gravity Engine Physics Today Road Map by Amazon 1 Click Links with specs and
genius tutors while you drive. And it Legal but in Moscow, grin. 

7-19-2019 Sharon Weinberger (@weinbergersa) is the Washington bureau chief
for Yahoo News and the author, most recently, of “The Imagineers of War: The
Untold Story of Darpa, the Pentagon Agency That Changed the World.”
DarkMatter allegedly spied on journalists (a claim the company denies); the Saudi
government has been accused of using spyware made by the Israeli firm NSO
Group to hack into the phone of a close associate of Jamal Khashoggi, the Saudi
writer killed in his country’s consulate in Istanbul last October. And in the United
States, security researchers are raising the alarm that cheaper versions of this
technology are being used and abused by private consumers. 

7-19-2019 Spyware made by the Israeli firm NSO Group to hack into the
conversations of Prince Salman about spending $777 Trillion dollars in gas station
hold up loot from Miami, Cuba in Mecca, making it the Richest City in the world
commenting to the Jews listening in... grin! 

7-19-2019 Mecca 1970 and Mecca 2019 Pictures and video's on YouTube;
Speaking this year at a cybersecurity conference in Tel Aviv, Mr. Netanyahu said
his inspiration dated back to the 1970s, when he was studying management at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He saw a big Wasteland in Mecca. In 2019
Mecca spent $1 Trillion just on Shade Umbrella's SUV protection for Moslems in
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the Sun. Key West didn't spent $1K on Shade for the new Truman Waterfront
park. MIT helped make Mecca look like riches beyond belief in 2019. Time Clock
Picture of Mecca is one of the best that show its wealth. Time as a God Particle
was never in the MIT headlines in the NY Times. 

7-19-2019 Jews never had a conversation about 'Time' being a God particle in Mr.
Netanyahu government. Millions at the Pentagon use to say over and over again and
again that Vietnam lost the Cure for Cancer, after their Mother or friend died of
cancer. From 1970 to 2019. 

7-19-2019 Lodestone, a naturally-occurring iron oxide, was the first persistently
magnetic material known to humans. The Han Chinese used it for divining boards
2,200 years ago; ancient Greeks puzzled over why iron was attracted to it; and,
Arab merchants placed it in bowls of water to watch the magnet point the way to
Mecca. 

7-19-2019 With an oil-soluble dye, scientists could see liquid magnets rotating in
an magnetic field. 

7-19-2019 Without any Oil Money Jews can see Mecca as a Wasteland!! 
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7-19-2019 “We hope these findings will enable people to step back and think of
new applications for liquid magnets,” Dr. Russell said. “Because until now, people in
material sciences haven’t thought this was possible at all.” 

7-19-2019 “Because until now, people in material sciences haven’t thought this was
possible at all.” Mecca a Wasteland in 2019. 

7-19-2019 Liquid Magnets made at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
injected iron oxide nanoparticles into millimeter-scale droplets of toluene, a
colorless liquid that does not dissolve in water. The team also added a soap-like
material to the droplets, and then suspended them in water. 

7-19-2019 Berkeley made Mecca a Wasteland with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
out of Star Wars with liquid magnets, F-35 Radar, iPhone iDash Cam, 1 Trillion
volts, amps Watts... and gravity engine compatible. 

7-19-2019 I almost too a 'drive' to 'Berkeley' in 1970 but went to 'Disneyland'
instead. 
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7-18-2019 500 troops Sent to Saudi Arabia wars over who sells their Oil and the
500 Troops all know about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's on sale at Amazon are
part of a broader trenched of forces sent to the region over the past two months
after tensions between Washington and Tehran escalated over oil sales no
escalation over the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, a spate of attacks have left six oil
tankers damaged in the Gulf of Oman, 100's of fiery wrecks in the USA and world
wide went censored by the NY Times! during an interview with NBC’s “Meet the
Press,” the president shrugged off fiery car wreck death, calling the Middle East a
“vicious, hostile place.” F-35 Radar on all cars and roads will cut the number of
fiery wrecks to zero. 
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7-18-2019 1,001 IP invention projects at the New Netflix caused Netflix to Lose
U.S. Subscribers as Price Increases Take a Toll and do nothing but watch movies
without getting any inventions is out of date." By EDMUND LEE Netflix remains
the nation’s largest internet television network, with over 60 million paying
subscribers in the United States. The company has said it could ultimately bring in
as many as 90 million total domestic customers. Worst waste of time than the
Florida Lottery selling $6 billion in lotto tickets in 2019. No one bought a Mac
Book Pro! 

7-18-2019 "White House informed Turkey, a NATO ally, on Wednesday that the
United States would not sell it F-35 stealth fighter jets, in retaliation for the
country’s purchase of Russian S-400 surface-to-air missile systems." 

7-18-2019 "White House informed everyone in the USA it would not sell F-35
radar on Ford WindmillCars and install F-35 Radar on all Roads in the USA as
other things in the world were more demanding than no car collisions in the USA.
Road Kill is a part of life and death Trump Tweeted. 

7-18-2019 F-35 Radar Hell what about the Boeing that can fly into orbit and land
in Paris in 15 minutes. The Boeing 737 Max Crisis Is a Leadership Failure. By JIM
HALL and PETER GOELZ Failure of Jim and Peter at the NY Times for censoring
this Boeing that can fly into orbit and land in Paris in 15 minutes is why Starbucks
will no longer sell the NY Times at 8,600 Starbucks. 

7-18-2019 Disney gets Paid from Prince Salman for making Movies... $$$ "Disney
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Calls Heiress’s Pay Criticism a ‘Gross and Unfair Exaggeration" By BROOKS
BARNES Unfair is this NY Times article not telling us how much Prince Salman has
paid Disney. Walt Disney Company rejected Abigail Disney’s comments on pay
practices at the company as “baseless” and “egregious.” You can imagine what GE
said about Greg the egregious 1984 POW here writing about Edison II Power
Failures of inventions caused by GE top brass, grin. Egregious!! 

7-18-2019 Chen at the NY Times knows Yale Grads fell asleep driving home and
killed his girlfriend passenger. So Chen writes; "The Sad Truth About Sleep-
Tracking Devices and Apps" By BRIAN X. CHEN Chen needs to log in to 1 Click
Amazon on IP invention projects for falling asleep driving from Yale. 

7-18-2019 Three 2019 Rolls-Royce models, each costing more than $400,000,
were available to test-drive, 300 million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are ready to
drive into Mecca for total victory over Allah, Moslem and get enough Oil Revenue
to pay for the Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 

7-18-2019 Ever since George Clooney made a billion dollars hawking tequila, it
seems every celebrity over the age of 21 is peddling booze. 

7-18-2019 Mac Book Pro Size A/C killed by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Who will
kill many in this heat wave. "Heat Wave to Hit Two-Thirds of the U.S. Here’s
What to Expect." Expect no Mac Book Pro Size A/C to replace the Window A/C.
iMac on your Desk, Mac Book Pro to carry everywhere! Window A/C Mac Book Pro
Size A/C to carry around everywhere but in this heat wave, Big Brother is
watching but not watching OUT for you. Kerry would say this is the Real world to
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the Yale Kids in New Haven's Heat Wave. Red Cross to Cities: Here’s How to
Prevent Heat Wave Deaths are Murders by the Red Cross Top Brass who know kids
will be left in hot cars to die a tortured death today at the hands of the Oil Men
in the USA who keep the 2019 Ford WindmillCars off the roads so Saudi Arabia
can sell more oil. Other A/C inventions are the Mac Book Pro Size A/C. 

7-18-2019 Chekhov plays, “Three Sisters,” which Ms. Feiffer styles as “Moscow
Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” Three Sisters is a play by the Russian
author and playwright Anton Chekhov. It was written in 1900 and first performed
in 1901 at the Moscow Art Theater. 

7-18-2019 Moscow Art Theater, is this the Theater were the Rebel women with
bomb fanny packs were gassed to death? “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow
Moscow” The point was to show the hopes, aspirations and dreams of the
characters, but audiences were affected by the pathos of the sisters' loneliness
and desperation and by their eventual, uncomplaining acceptance of their situation.
Death by poison gas. 

7-18-2019 “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” Death by Poison Gas
Engine Cars today in Moscow. The point was to show the hopes, aspirations and
dreams of the characters, but audiences were affected by the pathos of the
women in Moscow at the KGB, at the Kremlin Today with what the Citizen
Newspaper in Key West writes as a smelly bus stopping to pick up a passenger.
Moscow or Key West no one mentions the poison chemicals in the smell of the bus
exhaust let alone the Kids DNA. 
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7-18-2019 “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” Death by Poison Gas
As the play closes, the three sisters stand in a desperate embrace, gazing off as
the soldiers depart to the sound of a band's march. As Chebutykin sings Ta-ra-
ra-boom-di-ay to himself, Olga's final lines call out for an end to the confusion all
three feel at life's sufferings and joy: "If we only knew... If we only knew". 

7-18-2019 “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” 2019 If we only
knew what is out there among 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more trillions of Aliens.
“Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” 2019 women at the Kremlin and
women at CIA HQ. Secret files on the WindmillCAR's. 

7-18-2019 “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” Secret Files on the
Gravity Engine Car's! 

7-18-2019 “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” Olga has reluctantly
accepted the position of permanent headmistress of the school where she teaches.
2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders is President of the Yale Key West Medical School. Accepted
the idea of 100's of Super Computers for the Medical School's Art of the
Diagnosis. Willing to write the Utopian Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel
not in Russian for the Rx Recipe Cure of all diseases and cancers paid for by
confiscating $777 Trillion from Prince Salman. 

7-18-2019 “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow” Putins $777 Trillion
is as much wealth as Prince Salman's. Poor Trump depends on Blood Money and
Kickbacks from Baghdad oil at $300 million a week. $777 Trillions is a lot more,
tell Trump. Ivanka is thinking of the Pink Coup for Breast Cancer and her Nobel in
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Medicine for this. 

7-18-2019 By Air, Land and Sea, Travel is Electrifying in a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR that lets your thoughts wander to the Gravity Engine Car the CIA is
working on inventing in secret. 1 Click Amazon links to this is a better idea... 

7-18-2019 Amazon Prime "Members purchased millions of Alexa-enabled devices,
received tens of millions of dollars in savings by shopping from Whole Foods Market
and bought more than $2 billion of products from in dependent small and medium-
sized businesses," CEO Jeff Bezos said in a release. "Huge thank you to
Amazonians everywhere who made this day possible for customers." In the United
States, Instant Pots and DNA kits were the top-selling items. Prime members in
the United States also bought more than 100,000 laptops, 200,000 TVs and more
than 1 million toys. NY Times editors censored this news or just didn't save much
on their Prime Day Purchases, grin. What did the editors of the NY Times buy on
Amazon Prime Day... I would have bought every Starbucks in the USA and Paris
Million Mac Book Pro's at $7,384 each. Yes Prince Salman and other Saudi Princes
did buy something on Amazon Prime Day too. What, read the NY Times tomorrow,
Ha! 
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Dr. Lisa Sanders MD looking into the Apple Store Window... To Have Have Not!
Yes a Novel by Dr. Lisa Sanders with Super Comptuer simulations and published on
Amazon Kindle. 

7-18-2019 Amazon founder Jeff Bezos to wed 4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous
Marriage to win a Nobel for Amazon. 
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7-18-2019 Starbucks, Apple iMac's, Amazon Merger on News on Amazon Prime
today... $$$ 

Women can drive in Saudi Arabia, not in the USA in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, a
crime against women! $$$ 

 

7-17-2019 Bone Saw Murder and $777 Trillion in Blood Money for Mr. Netanyahu
$$$ 

7-17-2019 Why Midsize Cities Struggle to Catch Up to Superstar Cities? By
EDUARDO PORTER Netanyahu would be a bigger super-power rich man than Prince
Salman with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR driven in Israel Today... what happen? 

7-17-2019 Why Midsize Cities Struggle to Catch Up to Superstar Cities? By
EDUARDO PORTER Why 1 billion in Pakistan are driving gas engine cars today
instead of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's - Imran Khan’s ‘New Pakistan’ Is as Good as
the Old - Rabbi We are sickened by this behavior towards 1 billion people. Pope


